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Driving Accountability and Savings
What is Onboard Advisor™?

Product Overview

Onboard Advisor helps businesses with fleets save money, increase
productivity and improve safety by providing a convenient way to
monitor and manage fleet operations. Our key difference is direct,
measurable savings. Managers will receive fuel, safety and insurance
discounts from the moment they install the solution.

Onboard Advisor includes a suite of features
to improve productivity, safety and savings.

Top 5 Reasons to Choose Onboard Advisor
1. F
 uel Savings
Onboard Advisor improves fuel efficiency by continually measuring
driving efficiency throughout the day and delivering custom
recommendations on how to improve.*
2. Increased Productivity
With real-time vehicle tracking, fleet managers can easily locate vehicles
to improve routing and dispatching, allowing them to respond to an
urgent request.
3. S
 afer Drivers
Onboard Advisor encourages safer driving with daily driver reports that
address risky behavior. Safer driving typically results in reduced vehicle
accidents and lower maintenance costs.

MobileAdvisor ™
Real-time tracking gives you instant access
to all vehicle locations, driving speeds and
route data.

PerformanceAdvisor™
Easy-to-read driver reports help
manage risky drivers and improve
safe driving behavior.

FuelAdvisor™
Centralized fuel payment system that
monitors individual fuel consumption and
eliminates expense reporting.
(Available to qualifying customers)*

Insuranceadvisor™
Earn up to 40% in safe driving discounts
when you add or have a commercial auto
policy from Golden Eagle Insurance.**

4. I nsurance Discounts
Onboard Advisor customers can receive up to 40% in safe
driving discounts when they buy a commercial auto policy from
Golden Eagle Insurance™.**

Dashboard
View your safety score, fuel efficiency
score and estimated insurance discount
at a glance.

5. P
 eace of Mind
Onboard Advisor lets business owners and fleet managers rest a little
easier, knowing they are working to increase fleet safety, improve
productivity and maximize their cost savings.

Web Tools & Reports
View daily, weekly and monthly
information about fleet performance
as well as complete driving history and
analysis of driver events and scoring.

Visit www.OnboardAdvisor.com or call 1-877-803-5338 for more information.
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